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“Dad? You don’t do that to Mom do you?”

I’d set myself up for parenting problems and there wasn’t any way to back
out without explaining the birds and (possibly) the bees. My extremely
intuitive, soon to be 8-year-old daughter and I were watching Sports
Center on Saturday Morning when the child took in an advertisement for
the online hook-up service Zoosk. Normally, when we do watch television
together, the shows are kid friendly. We’ve shared lots of memorable
mornings watching Face The Nation (you’d be surprised how many grade
schoolers turn to Bob Schieffer for their weekly Washington news). On
Saturdays, we usually watch a cartoon about two little kids who represent

my daughter’s demographic. The kid who does all of the talking is pointy headed and his mute
brother is portrayed as a cylinder. They make ultra-expensive electronic gear in their backyard only
to have it destroyed by a platypus and a divorcee, German scientist. Dear cartoonists of the world,
the following formula still works wonderfully: Road Runner + Coyote + Acme Dynamite=hilarity. Try it
out. Anyway, coat hanger head and soundless cylinder weren’t on TV for some reason, so the child
and I watched Sports Center while we drank industrial cleaning supplies (the bottle just said “juice”).
That’s when it happened: The dreaded Zoosk ad ran. I couldn’t change the channel fast enough and
the child learned non-committal reproductive sciences within about 15 seconds.

The Zoosk spot in question is junior strength Cinemax. In the ad, an actress portraying a low-grade
infection surfs the Zoosk online profiles for dates on her laptop (not her real one, she’s using a
computer) as friends look on. When she spies an appealing, young stud, the woman murmurs
“Mmm…I could go for some romance.” Cue daydream after dark sequence. Woman and stud go
through a series of bedroom mishaps in what viewers can only presume is failed lovemaking. They
collide instead of kissing. He bounces her head off of the end of the bed (strangely, this has little
effect on the woman). The love scene ends with the gentleman’s back giving out as her drags his
date through lit candles. One more reason to use compact flourescent bulbs. The spot ends with
actress intoning “Maybe just a movie date!” as her eavesdroppers nod in agreement.  Meanwhile,
my child who has inadvertently seen the commercial while trying to get the previous night’s Brewer’s
score, is now full of more questions than when she woke up an hour earlier.

It it a sad fact that every sexual issue in life is laid bare without any regard for the consequences. My
little one had been following the natural progression of social, behavioral and reproductive
knowledge gathering recently. As she’d begun a career as assistant diaper changer for her infant
cousin, explanations were given and male/female differences made clear. Beyond that, babies still
came from Sears and she couldn’t have a brother of her own until they went on sale. The ripples in
entertainment, especially ads like the online mating site proliferation, just speed up what should be
joyful, gradual, learning. So, yeah, I got some ‘splainin’ to do with the child. Who knew I’d be leading
the conversation off with “Sometimes, when dads and moms really love each other, they put on their
p.j.’s and bounce each other’s heads off the foot of the bed.” Onward and Upward (and say a little
prayer for me).
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